
RB Concept .12 INSTRUCTION
BEFORE STARTING THIS ENGINE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY!!!

1) When you have started the engine let it run stationary(low RPM) for at
least 75 ccm of fuel, the stationair must be regular, if the RPM goes down
every time, you must close the secondairy needle(1/4 turn at a time), if the
RPM goes up open the secondairy needle.
2) After the engine has run stationairy for 75cc(let the engine cool down before
restarting it) you must open the main-needle for at least 1 turn more than as
it was set originally, now you must run the engine on the track so it will be
cooled. Before you open the throttle totally, be sure the engine does not take
too much RPM(the engine must be turning like a four-stroke engine and you
must see fuel coming out of the pipe), when the engine makes to much RPM,
close the throttle immediately and open the main needle 1 more turn, this
untill the engine does not go too high on RPM, run the engine like this for at
least 225ccccm.
3) After you can close the main needle so the engine makes more RPM but
still makes a four-stroke sound and smokes a lot, this for at least another
225ccm.
4) After you close the main needle again till you are at 80% of its power(more
RPM but still smoking), this for 150ccm.
5) Now you can really set the engine and go to 90% or 95% of its power but
take care the engine becomes not too hot or goes down in its power, if so
stop and open immediately the main needle 1/4 of a turn.
During the running-in periode the engine must always have a good and cons-
tant stationairy and turn freely.

ENGINE SETTING
Take care the main-needle is never set to lean, this you notice when the
engine is not smoking from the exhaust and is loosing its power after some
laps of running(every time the engine runs too lean extra wear and damage
will be done inside the engine wich is irreversible), when the engine is set
right the power is always the same. The stationairy must always be the same,
not too high and stable, when you make some laps and come into the pits
and the stationairy is high and after it drops the engine is too rich on the
secondairy needle, close it(1/4 of a turn at a time) and you will notice that
when you come into the pits next time the stationairy stays high, now lower
the stationairy by unscrewing the air-screw. Note that when the stationair is
very high this is not only bad for the engine but also it is more difficult to drive
the car since braking becomes more difficult.

Some important things you should know about engines...
These high performance competition engines can sometimes fail, no guarantee
for these failures exist, we are not responsable for the use and treatment of
an engine. As you must understand these engines can make rev's up till
35.000rpm and there are incredible loads inside. That is why it is most impor-
tant you check your engine frequently if there is not to much play on the
Conrod/Big-end and compression is still maintaining. Most failures happen
because of low quality fuel or mixtures, bad carburator-setting, bad
functionement of air-filter or wear of the moving parts. Please take note that
it is very important that if you want to revise or repair an engine yourself that
you take care of the following;

- Clean the outside of the engine thourougly before you open it, work on a
clean spot, use adapted tools, any dust or dirt wich comes into the engine will
make considerable damage.
- You must understand that all moving parts inside the engine are subject to
wear, as you must know that if a piston/liner has worn out also the big-end/
conrod has worn, so you must replace these parts, if an engine has broken
you must check if all other moving parts are still in good shape, if you only
change one part and other parts are not in good shape it is higly possible that
there will be a new failure soon.
- If you want to replace the conrod, be sure the big-end of your crankshaft is
still round and at the good size, if not replace also the crankshaft. If you do
not replace the crankshaft and re-use the engine a malfunction can appear
like breaking of conrod or clips of piston will jump-out or piston will break.
- If you want to replace the piston and liner, be sure to check the big-end on
the crankshaft, also be sure the clips of the piston are mounted correctly
otherwise they will jump out.
- These engines are of high technology and need to be treated with precision.
If you are not sure how to revise or repair your engine, you can ask your local
dealer to do it for you or return the engine back to us with your adress and
your wishes and we will send you a pro-forma invoice with eventual costs.

This high performance RB Concept engine is designed and manufactured
to perform on high competition level. To get the best performance and
reliability out of this engine you must read these instructions carefully,
it might give you some good information how to use and set the RB
Concept engine. It is very important to understand that the engine will
only perform at 100% when all critical factors are in balance. These fac-
tors are: Good quality fuel, Head-clearance, Glowplug, Carburator setting,
Pipe-lenght, Engine temperature, Tollerances between moving parts.
When you treat your engine with care, by proper running in, sensible
setting(not running the engine to lean), good maintenance, you will have
a lot of racing satisfaction and pleasure from your RB Concept engine.

FUEL
The choise and purety of fuel is very important, it should contain a minimum
percentage of 10% castor and/or synthetic oil. We advise you to use Concept
Fuel. This fuel has been specially develloped for this kind of engine and is
available from 10 till 25% Nitro. Concept fuel contains castor oil wich is the
best oil available, the deposit of carbon is more important but also improves
compression of your piston/liner combination.

AIRFILTER
A good airfilter is very important for the life of your engine. NEVER run without
an airfilter, when you lose your airfilter, do not continue otherwise you will ruin
your engine. When you use a foam-airfilter(#1690-F), do not forget to
impregnate these with air-filteroil(#1291-2) before use. You must change your
airfilter every 3/5 hours of engine use, do not wash and re-use the foam since
the foam absorbes and holds the dirt, after washing the dirt wich is still inside
the foam will go into the engine and shorten its life.

GLOWPLUG
Use only original RB Concept glow-plugs, these glowplugs have been tested
an approved for our engines. Check your glowplug frequently, when the glow-
wire becomes dull or matt and the engines stalls without reason, change the
glowplug. When the glow-wire is broken, melted or missing, wich is not a
good sign at all(it is even advised to check your engine entierely for damage
before you go on using it). Your engine has run much to lean and damage is
done, please avoid this if you want your engine to last.

RUNNING-IN your RB Concept engine
The running in of your engine determines a great part if its performance and
life. You must understand  that when the engine is new the fits of all moving
parts like conrod/crankshaft pin, piston/liner are very close and still not matched
perfectly, this perfect matching happens during the running in periode. When
during the running-in periode you run the engine too lean and/or you overrev
the engine, you shorten life and performance dramaticly and you can even
break the engine. You must run in your engine with the same fuel you normally
use for racing or pleasure. The carburator delivered with this engine is set to
make an easy start, not for running in.
On the rotary carburator we have 3 screws on wich we can adjust, 1)the most
important is the main-needle(where you attach your fuel-tube) to adjust the
fuel quantity at full speed, 2)the secondairy needle(inside the rotary of the
carburator) to adjust fuel quantity at stationairy, 3)the air screw(on the top of
the carburator housing) to adjust RPM at stationary.
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On the slide carburator we have 4 screws on wich we can adjust, 1)the most
important is the main-needle(where you attach your fuel-tube) to adjust the
fuel quantity at full speed, 2)the secondairy needle(inside the slide of the
carburator) to adjust fuel quantity at stationairy, 3) the adjustable spraybar
wich is also to adjust fuel quantity at stationairy, 4)the air screw(on the side of
the carburator housing) to adjust RPM at stationary.
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